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Across 

4 What is Emma Rodero’s “famous” item, that people frequently comment on (2 words)? 
6 The two wheeled transport Alexis Ovitt likes to block traffic with. 
9 The creator of sophisticated coding program Bryant, Yanyan, Michelle and their army of coders use for 
their content analysis of pornography (2 words). 
10  “The ____________ Dilemma”: The game theory Will Emigh employed in the card game he developed. 
11  What anecdotal hobby does Niki Fritz want to start in Bloomington? 
13  Writer of blogs past (2 words). 
14  Both Janis Bolling and Anthony Almond share a love of this tall president (2 words). 
15  A relational topic Michelle Funk discussed on her radio show, “Listen Up, A Feminist Perspective.” 
16  The genre of music the Norbert Herber plays in the AfroHoosiers International band. 
18  The founder of the yearly Halloween bash (2 words). 
19  ________________ Hall, our future home. 
20  The 2013 Halloween party hostess with the mostest (2 words). 
22  Writer of blogs past (2 words). 
26  What is the name of the catalogue that Michelle Funk and Mona are both addicted to? 
27  This grad student fixed Rob Potters costly eye tracker screen issue (2 words). 
29  The southeast Asian country Glenna Read visited this summer, where she got to ride an elephant. 
30  What did Josh Sites cook for his non-traditional Thanksgiving dinner instead of turkey? 
31  What special way does Mike McGregor call everyone to eat at his Sporadic All Telecom Pitch-in 
Cookout? 

Down 

1 Panopticon : Ougie Pak’s award winning short film. 
2 David Waterman taught his class how to eat this type of piquant pepper (2 words). 
3 What stuffed mythical creature does Moira Marsh keep in her office? 
5 This cardio machine is attached to Robby Benson’s desk. 
7 “The Structure of _____________”, the title of Josh Sites’ Thomas Kuhn inspired song (2 words). 
8 Where is the new Social Science Research Commons (SSRC) located (2 words)? 
12  The south Asian country Joomi Lee backpacked through this summer. 
17  “The geographical, cultural, political, and historical settings of fictional tales.” Dustin Ritchea has been 
creating one since the 5th grade. 
21  What Caribbean island did Janis Bolling this summer? 
23  Whitney Eklof and Katniss Everdeen are both talented in the practice of this post-apocalyptic weapon (3 
words). 
24  What manual hobby has Jingjing (Crystal) Han practiced since she was nine years old? 
25  The bike friendly city Irene van Driel hails from. 
28  Writer of blogs past (2 words). 


